It is important and challenging to make the growing image repositories easy to search and browse. Image clustering is a technique that helps in several ways, including image data preprocessing, user interface designing, and search result representation. Spectral clustering method has been one of the most promising clustering methods in the last few years, because it can cluster data with complex structure, and the (near) global optimum is guaranteed. However, existing spectral clustering algorithms, like Normalized Cut, are difficult to handle data points out of training set. In this paper, we propose a clustering algorithm named Locality Preserving Clustering (LPC), which shares many of the data representation properties of nonlinear spectral method. Yet LPC provides an explicit mapping function which is defined everywhere, both on training data points and testing points. Experimental results show that LPC is more accurate than both "direct Kmeans" and "PCA + Kmeans". We also show that LPC produces in general comparable results with Normalized Cut, yet is more efficient than Normalized Cut.
INTRODUCTION
Image repositories are growing rapidly nowadays. It is important and challenging to make the repositories easy to search and browse. Image clustering is a technique that helps in several ways. For example, image clustering can be used as a preprocessing step that improves the speed and performance of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [7] . For users who want to browse image database, hierarchical clusters of images will be useful for designed a convenient user interface (UI) [13] . Even in powerful search engines, image clustering will help to make more meaningful representation of query results [3] .
Image clustering is a technique that associates each image in database with a class label such that the images associated with the same label are similar to each other. Traditional clustering methods (such as Kmeans, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), etc) used in image clustering often get poor results in complex data, e.g. data points sampled from a non-linear manifold. Image database might be one of such examples because images with different concepts are generally not well-separated using traditional clustering methods. The reason why traditional methods failed is that the typical Gaussian distribution (or mixture of Gaussian distributions) is defined on the Euclidean space, and hence it can not always describe the data points sampled from a non-linear manifold. Note that, Parzen window [5] might be an exception, but it remains unclear how to apply it for clustering. In order to deal with such situations, spectral clustering method was proposed and has been successfully used in several applications. For example, Normalized Cut (NCut) [18] was used for image segmentation, video structuring [13] , scene detection [14] , video segmentation [16] and motion segmentation [17] . Ng et.al proposed a spectral clustering algorithm that extends classical Normalized Cut and gets better results [12] . Although Laplacian Eigenmaps [1] is focused on embedding of manifold data rather than clustering, it is easy to see that Eigenmaps is essentially equivalent to the embedding step of Normalized Cut in the case of certain kernel (e.g. Gaussian kernel).
In spite of the success of Normalized Cut and Eigenmaps on manifold data embedding and clustering, they can not provide us with an explicit mapping function. Actually, when dealing with new data points, similarities between the new points and all training data are needed [2] . The computation of the similarities can be very complicated due to the large size of training set. In order to solve this problem, Locality preserving projections (LPP) was proposed recently [8] and has bees used in document representation [9] and face recognition [10] . As a spectral embedding method, LPP shares many of the data representation properties of nonlinear methods such as Laplacian Eigenmaps. Yet LPP provides an explicit mapping function which is defined everywhere, either on training data points and testing points.
An interesting modification of spectral clustering is the out-of-sample extension [2] . Although the out-of-sample formula seems to be more useful for supervised learning than traditional clustering algorithm, it does help for spectral clustering. In fact, the state-of-the-art spectral clustering algorithms involve two steps, dimensionality reduction and traditional clustering like Kmeans. Out-of-sample extension is crucial for dimensionality reduction due to the saved computation. In detail, only the affini- Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ties between each data point and the points in a subset of the data, rather than the whole data set, are to be computed.
In this paper, we propose a clustering algorithm named Locality Preserving Clustering (LPC) which is a clustering method base on modified LPP. Technically, LPP solves a generalized eigenvalue problem, but the original LPP algorithm stated in [8] may mix true solutions (eigenvectors) with pseudo solutions and the trivial solution. We show that the pseudo solutions and the trivial solution carry no useful information and thus waste the dimensions of embedded results. In our version of LPP, these two kinds of useless solutions are well-handled, and a renormalization step is added to improve the robustness of the algorithm. Theoretic analysis is provided to show why modified LPP gives better and more robust results. In the algorithmic framework, we treat LPP as a feature selection method, and adopt a traditional clustering method (Kmeans in this paper) in the resultant space of LPP. We apply our methods on the problem of image clustering. Experimental results show that LPC is more accurate than both "direct Kmeans" and "PCA + Kmeans". We also show that LPC produces in general comparable results with Normalized Cut, yet is much faster than Normalized Cut.
It would be worthwhile to highlight several aspects of our proposed algorithm here:
LPC is defined everywhere, but traditional spectral clustering are only defined on training data points. This implies that clustering on incremental data points using LPC is much straightforward and faster than using traditional spectral clustering.
As a spectral method, the eigenvalue problem of LPC scales with the number of feature dimensions, while the eigenvalue problem of NCut scales with the number of data points. In most of image applications, the number of images in database is much larger than the number of feature dimensions. In this sense, LPC is much more efficient than NCut.
Since LPC is designed for preserving local structure, it is likely that the neighboring points in the low dimensional space are also near to each other in the original high dimensional space. So the clustering results of such data are probably more reasonable than that of data generated by PCA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed Locality Preserving Clustering (LPC) algorithm which is based on modified LPP. Theoretic analysis of the modification is discussed in Section 3. The experimental results are shown in Section 4, followed by the conclusion in Section 5. [ ]
LOCALITY PRESERVING CLUSTERING (LPC)
Locality1 2 M x ,x , ,x T M N X × = L .
1.
Constructing the adjacency graph (same as LPP): Let G denote a graph with M nodes. We put an edge between nodes i and j if i is among N nearest neighbors of j or j is among N nearest neighbors of i.
2.
Choosing the weights (same as LPP): Affinity matrix W is a sparse symmetric matrix generated from Heat kernel: If nodes i and j are connected, put
3.
Full-rank (additive): Calculate X % , the orthonormal basis of column space of [ ]
where 1 denotes a column vector consisted of all one and only the non-zero singular values are reserved in Λ . This step results in a linear mapping function:
Embedding (modified): Solve the following generalized eigenvalue problem:
Let the column vectors { }, ( )
. The embedding in this step is as follows:
The above two steps generate a linear embedding function:
5.
Renormalization: Project the embedding into unit sphere.
6. Clustering: Perform Kmeans on renormalized embedded
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we give the theoretical analysis of our algorithm.
Relation between LPP and Eigenmaps
LPP can be seen as generalized Laplacian Eigenmaps [1] . Laplacian Eigenmaps solves the generalized eigenvalue problem of L D λ = y y (8) It is clear, according to definition of General Rayleigh Quotient, the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvalue of (8) 
Given X = y a % , we found that the solution of (4) 
Thus (4) is actually solving (8) in subspace
Motivation of modified LPP
The original LPP [8] solves the eigenvalue problem without preprocessing of data matrix:
It then constructs the embedding results by ( ) 1 2 , , , ,
This procedure probably causes two kinds of problems.
1.
Pseudo solution: A regular condition of generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem of (13) is that T X DX should be positive definite. However this condition is not guaranteed when the column rank of X is not full (
Technically, when solving the broken-conditioned problem using pseudo inverse of
there are some ≠ a 0 , s.t. X = a 0 , which appear to be zero-eigenvectors during calculation. However, they are pseudo ones and bring no embedding information, due to that the embedded coordinates of the dimensions corresponding to a are all zero.
2.
Near trivial solution: It is shown in literature of spectral graph theory (e.g. [4] ) that 1 is the trivial eigenvector of (8) associated with eigenvalue of 0, where 1 denotes the column vector of all one. However, 1 is meaningless for embedding, since the coordinates of all embedded data points are identical in the dimension corresponding to 1 . The original LPP (13) solve eigenvalue problem in span(X).
If 1 is not perpendicular to span(X) and is not located in span(X), the original LPP probably produces some eigenvector a that is near trivial, i.e. X ≈ a 1 . This implies that the embedded coordinates along some dimensions are dominated by constant components and carry little useful information.
The modifications which we present in Algorithm 1 are designed to avoid the problems mentioned above.
Justification of modified LPC
The two major modifications of the algorithms are: a) 1 is explicitly introduced to feature space, i.e. [ ] (11)) and brings 1 to the eigenspace of (4) associated with eigenvalue of 0. In the Embedding step, we reorganize the 0-eigen-space s.t. 1 is the first eigenvector. Therefore the meaningless eigenvector 1 is explicitly removed.
Note that LPP can be modified in different ways. For instance, He et.al [10] applied Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on X before conducting LPP. In their strategy, by subtracting the mean from X, 1 is orthogonal to span(X). That avoids the "near trivial solution" problem. Further more, by preserving only a majority of information, say 98%, the remains is full-ranked. That avoids the "pseudo solution" problem. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that such strategy does not guarantee optimal embedding. This is explained as follows.
THEOREM 2. Given data matrix X, suppose X is the results of PCA on X that subtracts the mean and keeps 100% information.
X % is set as (2). Denote The justification of orthogonalization (2) is to improve numerical precision. If X is far from column-orthogonal, the generalized eigenvalue problem will be ill-posed. That will increase the time of convergence or/and reduce the precision [5] .
The last but not least modification is to perform renormalization before further clustering. It is shown by Andrew Y. Ng, et.al that renormalization of embedded results helps when the intra-cluster connection degree varies across clusters [12] . Experimental results show that it also works on LPC.
EXPERIMENTS
We have designed three kinds of experiments and the results show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. Some other methods are implemented for comparison, i.e. Normalized Cut, PCA + Kmeans and direct Kmeans.
Data Corpora
We test the algorithms on a general-purpose image database, in which 79 categories of COREL are included. The image number included in each category is between 100 and 300, and the total number of image is 10,000. Each COREL category was treated as a human-labeled cluster and is used as groundtruth for our clustering task, while the multiple labels assigned with each images in the original CDs are ignored. Some sample images are shown in Figure 1 .
Image feature used in our experiments is the union of color histogram and Color Texture Moment (CTM) proposed by Yu et.al [19] . CTM is a 48-dimensional feature that integrates the color and texture characteristics of an image in a compact form. The color histogram is calculated using 4*4*4 bins in HSI space. Thus an 112-dimensional feature vector is used for each image. The feature vector is normalized s.t. each image has a feature vector of norm 1.
Evaluation metric
We test the algorithms on several different subsets of the database. Each subset is a mixture of k randomly selected categories. For each experiment, mixed images together with the cluster number k are provided to the clustering algorithms, and the performance is evaluated by comparing the cluster label of each image given by algorithm with the groundtruth. Two metric, the accuracy (AC) and the normalized mutual information ( MI ), are used for evaluation. They are defined as follows. Suppose that r i is the clustering result of a given image I i and g i is groundtruth, AC is defined by:
where n denotes the total number of images in this experiment, map(r i ) is the best mapping function that permute clustering labels to match the labels given by groundtruth. The Kuhn-Munkres algorithm can be used to obtain best mapping [11] .
On the other hand, given clustering result R = r i with the groundtruth G = g j , and denote ( )
, the mutual information between them is defined by:
, log
where p(s), p(t) denote the probabilities that an arbitrary image in the subset belongs to the clusters s (in cluster result) or t (in groundtruth), respectively. p(s,t) denotes the joint probability that this image belongs to the clusters s and t at the same time.
Suppose H(R) and H(G) denote the entropies of p(s) and p(t). MI(R;G) varies between 0 and max(H(R);H(G))
. We use normalized mutual information MI as the second metric.
MI R G MI R G H R H G = (17)
It is obvious that the normalized mutual information MI takes values in [0; 1]. It reaches 1 if the clustering result is identical with the groundtruth, and becomes 0 if the clustering result is independent with the groundtruth. Unlike AC, MI is invariant with the permutation of labels. That is to say, MI does not need matching the clustering result and the groundtruth in advance. 
Image Clustering
The first experiment is designed to compare the performance of four algorithms:
1. Direct Kmeans: Kmeans is performed directly on the 112-dimensional feature vectors.
2. PCA + Kmeans: PCA is firstly performed on the feature vectors. The reduced dimension of PCA is set to the minimal number that preserves at least 95% of the information. This number is about 40 for the 112-dimensional features. Then Kmeans is performed on the embedded data.
3. LPC: As described in Algorithm 1. The affinity matrix W is constructed using N nearest neighbors with N=10. We empirically choose the reduced dimension equal to (cluster number -1).
4. Normalized Cut: Ng's version of Normalized Cut is used [12] . The affinity matrix W is defined exactly in the same way as LPC. The reduced dimension is equal to cluster number.
The cluster number k varies between 2 and 10, and is provided along with the data to all four algorithms, . For each cluster number k, 100 subsets are randomly selected from the corpora.
All four algorithms are performed on each subset and their average of AC and MI are calculated over the 100 subsets. The comparison of performance is shown in Figure 2 , and one example of clustering result of k=7 is shown in Figure 5 .
It can be seen from Figure 2 that LPC outperforms "PCA + Kmeans" and "direct Kmeans". At the same time, we note that the reduced dimension of LPC (= 2; ⋯; 10) is greatly less than that of PCA (≈ 40) and direct Kmeans (= 112). Kmeans for LPC is thus much faster than Kmeans for PCA or direct Kmeans. The performance of LPC approaches that of Kmeans when the number of clusters increases. This is because it is more and more unlikely to be linearly separable with the increases of cluster number, which indicates the limitation of linear projection.
As can be seen from Figure 2 that LPC has lower performance than Normalized Cut. Since LPC is LPP + Kmeans and Normalized Cut is Eigenmaps + Kmeans, this result is reasonable because LPP optimizes the same object function with Eigenmaps, yet within a smaller space (linear space of feature). However, as mentioned above, LPP offers explicit linear embedding operator on feature space. This property enables LPP to perform a fast embedding for out-of-sample data points, thus, enable LPC to cluster out-of-sample data. This is discussed in the next experiment in Section 4.4. We currently do not conduct significance test of the difference of the performance between the four algorithms and other variations of LPP (e.g. that of He et.al [10] ), and this should be part of a more thorough evaluation.
Generalization Capability
We also test generalization capability of LPC using the out-ofsample clustering procedure. The procedure is stated as follows: Given a training set A and a test set B both drawn from the same distribution, learn an embedding function from A using PCA, LPP, and Eigenmaps, respectively. Then perform the embedding function to the test set B and re-cluster (using Kmeans) the union of embedded A and embedded B. Finally the precision of cluster label of B are calculated and compared among different algorithms.
We build PCA-based, LPP-based (LPC) and Eigenmaps-based (NCut) out-of-sample clustering algorithms, where PCA, Eigenmaps, LPP are regarded as three different choices of embedding methods.
All three algorithms are performed on each subset described in Section 4.3. The different thing is, for each of the subset, 70% data points are used as training data A and the rest 30% are used as newcomer data B. For comparison, direct Kmeans is also performed on A∪B0, without learning of course, and the precision of cluster label of B is also calculated. The experiment results are shown in Figure 3 .
It can be seen that Eigenmaps-based and LPP-based methods outperforms PCA-based method. Although Eigenmaps generates slightly better results than LPP, it is much slower than LPP . The reason is that before Eigenmaps can perform embedding function on B the similarities between all test points in B and all training points in A should be calculated in advance [2] . Suppose there are N A points in A and N B points in B. Note N the dimension number of feature space and k the cluster number. For Eigenmaps, similarity computation needs NA*NB*N times multiplications and the . This explains why LPC is much more efficient than Eigenmaps-based method.
Improvement with the Number of Training Samples
Since the training data set A and the newcomer data set B share the same distribution. It is a reasonable demand that the performance is improved with the number of training samples. We designed a third experiment to exam if the performance of LPP improves with the number of training samples, and empirically answer the question of how many percentage is enough to model the distribution for the data sets. At this time, 1; 000 subsets are selected for each category number k. The sample rate of training data (i.e.
( )
) varies from 10%, 20% to 90%.
After embedding operators are learnt from A, the whole data set are embedded and then clustered. The average accuracy and normalized mutual information are shown in Figure 4 . It is clear that the performance improves with the number of training samples. And for this data corpora, 40% is enough for satisfying data model and embedding operator.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a Locality Preserving Clustering (LPC) algorithm. LPC shares many of the data representation properties of nonlinear spectral method yet LPC provides an explicit mapping function which is defined everywhere, both on training data points and testing points. So LPC shows powerful capability for data representation and computational efficiency at the same time.
